
 

 

Date: 15 - AUG - 2019  

Place: Garden City Jeevitha Anathashrama (Jeevitha Ashrama )  

Club Name: Elite Horizonites  

Subject: Event report (Visit to Orphanage)  

  

A week ago this opportunity was received by the energetic Leos in a confident and enthusiastic manner. 

Numerous ideas came in so as to create a plan on what will the Leo Club Elite Horizonites do at the 

orphanage and at what time, But as we all know the best plans are created when we are in the situation. 

Let’s go over from the beginning.  

Half the ideas were scratched out because of time constraints, some were thought over again by Leos due 

to the fact that young Leos would be managing an over-enthusiastic set of children from the age group of 

3-18 and then remaining ideas such as dancing, singing, drawing competition and delivery of speech were 

shortlisted. Each event of course, consisting some mouth watering treats for the children just to give them 

the tinge of competitiveness for top 3 positions.   

But of course, the children turned out to be ardently cute and three times the enthusiasm we had imagined 

them to be at. Therefore costing us to turn in all the treats to them during the competition instead at the time 

of results, Trust me none like to stand between chocolates and ardently cute kids.  



 

  

The members of Leo Club Elite Horizonites and Leo Advisor Divya Mam  

Leo club Elite Horizonites reached the orphanage at 10:30 AM. An excited batch of Leos entered Jeevitha 

Ashrama which was greeted by an overwhelming response from the children of Ashram. For some reason 

the children felt that they were going to be extra loved today, And nothing less did occur. I remember the 

children standing next to the wall eagerly awaiting our presence and once we did enter the ashram. We 

were bombarded by kids asking to be carried around, hugged while I stood and saw as to how the energetic 

Leos seemed to remove the shyness characteristic of many introvert kids that would just not mingle with 

the rest. But our Leos seemingly made the mass to mingle around with each of the Leos.   

  

  



 

  

All the tiny tots were eager to hear what Leo Kavya had to say to them.  

  

After a long session of face paints and badging them with the National Flag, which seemed to actually 

attract the kids totally because they were curious to know as what a face paint would feel like and what 

other surprises did the “Annas” and “Akkas” get for them.  

There was a surprise dance performance by our multi-talented President Leo Subramani and Treasurer Leo 

Sharanya. Trust me they were good but to my surprise the kids were phenomenal in their solo and group 

dance performances, I mean they went all out and made me feel like I was attending a Sangeet ceremony 

wherein the girls were challenging the boys and vice versa. Moreover when they all performed together, 

they seemed to just have beautiful coordination with each other and also went in sync with each beat for 

their age.  



 

  

The kids rightfully turning the tables!  

  

Then of course came the best part which was the drawing competition in which the energetic Leos thought 

they were helping novice artists draw but instead the kids were ordering the Leos to not disturb them while 

they were in their zone of art. Kids using water colours, sketching, drawing national flag,  drawing scenery 

and what not. I remember 6-7 kids gathered around me while I helped out a kid draw the National Flag 

which irked the kids to come and jump at me, This made me feel like I was a kid of 2nd standard. Trust me 

this was a fun and interactive session.  

  

  

  



 

  

Do not disturb us while we are in our zone unless you have chocolates.  

  

Then the results of the drawing competition came out, which looked to cheer few of the children but ended 

in a sorrow yet happy ending for the children. Since our overwhelmed Leos could not see any child in 

sadness therefore resorted to any means to bring a glee on their face.  

  

 

  

The results are out!  



But there is a special mention for a kid named Bhuvan. That to no one’s surprise took away the attention 

after such a cute face seemed to order any of the Leos to pick him and carry him around.  

  

 

  

  

Leo Vishnu and Bhuvan say cheese!!!  

  

I would like to end this report by stating that this was a very grateful experience organised by our college 

New Horizon College, Kasturinagar. Moreover grateful are the members and PSTs of Leo Club Elite 

Horizonites for the opportunity of spending a day with the funny, ardently cute and sweet children of 

Jeevitha Ashrama.  

  

Report  by                                                                                                                                  PRINCIPAL 

Leo Sayantan  

(Secretary of Elite Horizonites)  



  


